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Enhanced structural design Anti-trap protection function(986) 

 

Machine is more stable, to 

reduce the mechanical 

deformation in the use and 

transport 
 

Intelligent book black clamping 

device, more humanization 

and more safety 

Block position technology Independent dust exhaust(986) 

 

Binding with new positioning 

technology, realize the book 

block and cover minimal 

error and fast positioning 
 

Ensure that there is less 

wastepaper in the table and 

glue box, which has greatly 

enhanced the binding quality 

Three glue roller Non-glue on ends of spine(986) 

 

Two glue rollers for apply 

glue, one glue roller for 

grinding glue 

 

The accurate control of the 

spine ends redundant glue, 

protect mesa, and also do 

special cut from the 

requirements of the books 

Book keeping flat Automatic apply side-glue (986) 



 

Taking and putting cover and 

books more conveniently, 

achieve taking books 

horizontally, greatly enhance 

the working efficiency 

 

Automatically apply side glue 

according to the thickness of 

books, no need of any 

adjustment or parameter 

settings 

Fast clamping book block technology Smoke exhaust design 

 

Realizing fast clamping, 

greatly improves the 

efficiency of binding, and 

pneumatic speed 

comparable.  

Adopting intelligent 

temperature control and smoke 

exhaust design, which make 

working condition more 

environmentally-friendly and 

protect physical and mental 

health 

Intelligent controlled, LCD display Height of clamp-cover adjustable 

 

Allow you to fully understand 

the machine working 

operation  

Adapt to different cover 

thickness, control book spine 

forming radius arbitrarily 

CB976&986series perfect binders 

Main parameters 

Model CB-986V CB-986Z5 CB-976Z5 CB-976V CB-976V3 

Binding 

length 
420mm(A3 Size) 

Binding 

thickness 
60mm 

Speed 300-400times/hour 

Melting glue 

time 
About 40 minutes 



Milling 

cutter 
Solar milling cutter + small milling cutter 

small milling 

cutter 

Creasing 

line 
× √ × 

Clamp Book Automatic 

Clamp 

cover 
Automatic 

Glue roller 3 Glue Rollers 

Display LCD 

Side glue √ × 

Milling 

folding 

pages 

√ × 

Independent 

cleaner fan  
√ × 

Smoke 

exhaust 

function 

√ × 

Excess glue 

remove 

function 

√ × 

Open flat √ 

Adjustment 

of cover flat 
√ × 

Fast 

clamping 

block 

√ 

Anti-trap √ × 



protection 

Power 

AC220V(110

V)±10% 

50Hz/60Hz 

3100W 

AC220V(11

0V)±10% 

50Hz/60Hz 

3200W 

AC220V(11

0V)±10% 

50Hz/60Hz 

2900W 

AC220V(110V)±10% 

50Hz/60Hz 2800W 

Size 
1590×770×11

70mm 

2130×770×1

170mm 

2130×770×1

170mm 

1590×770×1170mm 

Net weight 265kg 310Kg 300Kg 265Kg 255Kg 

*All specifications and prices subject to change without notice. Picture and color for reference only. 

 

 


